Midlands Arts Centre and
People’s Postcode Lottery

Five Year Impact Report

Five years, £1,550,000 & 5,174,627 thank yous

MAC exists
to make
innovative,
creative arts
activities an
important part
of people’s lives
We know that participation in the arts has a
transformative effect on everyone in society.
Research proves that young people involved
in creative activities are more likely to
achieve better academic results and improve
their life chances.
The arts has the extraordinary ability to
bring diverse residents across Birmingham
together, to share experiences, debate ideas
and forge new positive relationships. MAC
is a safe environment for everyone, whether
it’s newly arrived residents, people with
disabilities or young people with a burning
desire to be creative. MAC believes that
everyone has the right to access the arts,
and the players of People’s Postcode Lottery
have enabled us to realise that vision, to help
Birmingham residents find their potential
and their voice.
However, these are challenging times. In
Birmingham indices of deprivation are
rising, and within this context MAC serves
to have even greater relevance. The use
of foodbanks for example has increased
by c.40% and 45% of children in our
neighbourhood live in poverty.
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More people now use our venue as a free,
warm and safe space – but they cannot
always afford to undertake activities without
your help.
While MAC is a popular venue with footfall
exceeding 1 million visits annually, this takes
wear and tear on the building without any
additional income.
Added to that, as with most organisations,
MAC has been subject to severe public
sector funding cuts, compounded by the
introduction of local parking charges and
reduced investment in our neighbouring
Cannon Hill Park.
Our long-term partnership with People’s
Postcode Lottery has been organisationally
life-changing and provided genuinely
transformational impact for residents.
Without the support of players over the
past five years, we could not have received
5,174,627 visits, each visitor grateful for the
chances your support has afforded them.

Theory
Of Change
In 2017, we defined our beneficiaries as
• Children & Young People
• Families
• Young people in education & training
(schools, FE & HE)
• Next Generation (14-25 year olds)
• Artists
• Under-represented groups (focus on BAME
and disabled people)
• Immediate neighbours in B12 9**
• Existing users of MAC
• Casual visitors to MAC
• Park users
We wanted them to be able to:

• Support and opportunities for artists to
develop their work and careers making
artistic work in Birmingham and bringing
the best of the world to the city, to create a
sense of civic pride and self-worth
• Ensuring that their local arts centre plays
active role in the cultural life of the region,
and works in partnership with cultural
organisations, agencies, public bodies and
non-arts sector
What follows are examples on how we
have delivered on our impacts over the five
years of support from players of People’s
Postcode Lottery.

• Explore, examine and enjoy the arts
activities of others
• Participate on their own, or alongside
family and friends to undertake all arts
activities
• Enjoy meeting other residents in a safe,
welcoming, diverse and creative space.
We determined that our immediate and
longer-term impacts would be:
• Increased enjoyment and understanding of
people’s own and different cultures through
intercultural projects
• Greater creativity, knowledge and skills,
encouraged and facilitated through
accessible projects and buildings
• Exposure to diverse, adventurous and
approachable programme of arts events
and activities

“I am a product of Midlands Arts Centre’s
ethos of keeping an open door, making sure
that young people can access the arts, no
matter what their place in society”
Adrian Lester OBE
Actor, Director, Writer
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Direct Impact
It was October 2013 when we got the call:
a charity we had never worked with before
was interested in supporting us and our
work. Initially, we were delighted that MAC
was being considered for such a prestigious
award; we responded with an enthusiastic
yes please, and since then we have benefited
from an extremely generous £1,550,000.
Since that initial contact, MAC has been
welcomed into the Postcode Lottery family
with open arms, and we value deeply both
the financial support and the added benefits
that have come from our partnership. Some
of the highlights of the past five years
include:

Enhanced Capacity
Since 2013, we have employed 23 people to
work directly on projects supported by you
- from a producer for our Next Generation
programme for 14-25 year olds, to a
co-ordinator for our citywide volunteering
project and a manager for our Older People
Community programme.
Additionally, we have supported scores
of artists to make work which has been
enjoyed by visitors to MAC and beyond as
exhibitions, performances and live music
have toured to other professional and
community venues.

Expanded Capability
As an organisation, we now think more
deeply about the impact of our work on
society, encompassing everything from our
environmental policy and action plan to
greater consideration of the impact we have
on our immediate neighbours.
In turn, this has enabled us to understand in
greater detail MAC’s existing and potential
social return on investment, which has
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opened up new projects and possible
funding sources.
Much of this stems from your investment in
this area, which helped us build a framework
to establish greater knowledge of our
beneficiaries.

Deeper Collaboration
MAC has always worked in partnership with
groups and individual artists, but is now able
to draw on the knowledge and support of
the Postcode Lottery family. We work closely
with Contact the Elderly and Whizz-Kidz on
our Disability Arts Day (an initiative originally
funded by you). We have sought advice from
a range of other charities supported by the
Postcode Trusts, such as the Alzheimer’s
Society and we are funded directly by
Youth Music for our MAC Makes Music
programme.

Increased Leverage
MAC is now raising over £650,000 directly
for its own activities - in addition to our
funding from Arts Council England and
Birmingham City Council - and supports
other companies and individual artists to
raise over £500,000 more each year by
lending our expertise or assisting them to
write successful applications.
The relationship with Postcode Culture Trust
and players of People’s Postcode Lottery
helps us to generate additional media
coverage. For instance, in 2018, being your
Charity of the Week provided a news reach
with the advertising equivalent value of
£21,000.
A video charting the impact is at
https://youtu.be/MYUXx-BcT9s

Enabled Impact:
Supporting Artists
As part of our commitment to Birminghambased artists, we commissioned the talented
photographer Andrew Jackson to create an
exhibition called From A Small Island.
Forming part of our very popular Beyond
Windrush season in Summer 2018,
Jackson’s very personal photos explored his
mother’s story through memory, family and
psychological impact of migration on first,
second and third generations of migrants
from Jamaica.
11,540 people visitied the exhibition, with
many commenting on how moving and
thought-provoking it was to learn of the
struggles faced by Jackson’s family in the
UK and the Caribbean, alongside their pride
in their heritage.
It sparked many debates about
contemporary immigration and Brexit, and
its likely impact on the West Midlands,
fulfilling one of our objectives: to use art as
a provocation for debates on contemporary
society, as well as something to be enjoyed
for its own sake.

‘I think MAC is a perfect place to show
my work. It is very much part of the local
community, where people of all ages appear
to consider it very much a part of their lives...
without the respectful hush that pervades
many cultural citadels…
I always believe that art for social change
should be accessible…[MAC] has a creative
energy that encourages people to open up
to ideas so that they become creators rather
than consumers, it demonstrates that the
arts, if they are publicly funded, can be an
integral part of all our lives.’
Peter Kennard
Renowned political artist and activist

Riverhouse, Kingston Jamaica © Andrew Jackson
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SWITCH is MAC’s very own band-inresidence, made up of a group of young
musicians who work alongside professional
music leaders to write songs, play
instruments, sing and learn about the many
aspects of music production.
2018 was a big year for SWITCH, as they
launched MAC’s outdoor arena summer
season and their new album SWITCH Sunset
on the same evening; made their London
debut at The Squidz Club, a regular gig
night organised by the charity Heart n Soul;
welcomed two new band members; and
had a sell-out Christmas gig, featuring their
signature tune “Switch on Your Happy Side”.
All of the musicians have profound
learning or physical challenges, and
their membership of SWITCH – and the
opportunities that affords – has had
life-changing positive impacts on their
confidence, communication skills and belief
in their abilities, something which would
not have been possible without sustained
support from the players of the People’s
Postcode Lottery
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“Is this what true happiness feels like?
I‘ve never felt like this before”
SWITCH member, after
performing at the SWITCH Summer gig

Thank
You

Since starting in the role of Artistic Director
and Chief Executive in 2016, I soon realised
that the financial award we receive is
amplified by the invaluable access we gain
to your charity networks, which connects us
to important national agendas.

We’re also using some of your support to
expand our volunteering scheme for disabled
young people, to help them find their voice
and be able to join in the opportunities
afforded to other residents and learn new life
affirming skills.

Without the support of players, we would not
have been able to offer workshops to 3,448
children annually, or to work for example
with the charity SENSE to create the first
major UK festival, Sensibility, for children
with PLMD (profound and multiple learning
disabilities).

We know our visitors value your work, with
1 in 10 of them playing People’s Postcode
Lottery. Since you began to support MAC,
we have received 5,174,627 visits and those
visitors have many reasons to thank you for
your support over the past five years. I want
to add my voice to that, and say that we
really couldn’t achieve everything that we do
without you.

We wouldn’t be able to instigate debate on
what it means to live in a non-white majority
city but still feel undervalued as a BAME
citizen and artist. And we wouldn’t be able to
commission new Christmas shows for very
young audiences – many of whom are first
time visitors to theatre.
We know that there is greater demand for
MAC’s offer now more than ever before,
and we have ambitious plans to expand our
work. This includes programmes with older
people in an aim to tackle loneliness and
other forms of isolation.

Thank you so much.

Deborah Kermode

Chief Executive & Artistic Director

Deborah Kermode, CEO with poet Benjamin Zephaniah
and artist Vanley Burke at MAC
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Original artwork produced as part of People’s Postcode Lottery Charity of the Week
programme at Midlands Arts Centre, Summer 2018

A making, seeing, doing kind of space...
macbirmingham.co.uk
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